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ABSTRACT 

An Architectural Demonstration of the Principle of Transformation 

This thesis demonstrates the principle of transformation, which 

is based on a contention that the creation of effective symbolic 

communication in the visual realm is a process of combining and 

modifying known visual elements to represent new conceptual meaning. 

The demonstration of the principle is in the form of an architectural 

schematic design. 

Gregory Warwick 
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An Architectural Demonstration of the Principle of Transformation 

INTRODUCTION 

This work attempts to demonstrate a principle for making an 

architectural civic symbol within the conditions of a small, 

twentieth century, American city. The importance of civic symbols 

lies in their poteiitiàl; asvvisuàl iimages, which both'residents and 

visitors may remember and identify with a particular town. It 

is suggested that an architectural symbol of this type would 

build a common visual awareness, which would provide reference 

points for communication and therefore enhance lives. 

PART 1, The Principle of Transformation 

The principle of transformation proposes that effective symbolic 

communication in the visual realm "looks both familiar and un¬ 

familiar" and is the result of a mental operation, which binds 

an extraordinary meaning to an ordinary artifact or element of 

form.* 

The principle is founded on theories which suggest that one of 

the ways we think, learn and communicate with one another is by 

connecting "the novel" with "the cormionplace".^ For example, it 

has been observed that children learning language create meaning 

by grasping a relationship between a new experience and past 

experiences stored in their minds.3 In his book, Language and 

1 
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Learning, James Britton gives an account of this process. Presented 

with the first strawberries of her life, Britton's young daughter 

examined them and said "They are like cherries." As she tasted them 

she said, "They are just like sweeties." Then she summed up, "They 

are like red ladybirds."4 To comprehend a novel experience, the 

child took familiar qualities (redness, sweetness, roundness and 

spottedness) Ifrom objects familiar to her (cherries, cardinals, candy, 

ladybugs) and transformed them into a new meaning. 

The discovery of red ladybirds is a process of combining and 

associating the extraordinary with the ordinary, in which the 

ordinary is transformed and assigned a new importance, meaning or 

role to play. The semiologist, Roland Barthes calls this new 

element a "sign". In advancing the science of signs (semiology), 

first postulated over sixty years ago, Barthes identifies and 

explains three terms involved in a transformation: the signifier, 

the signified and the sign.5 The signifier is a known, familiar 

or ordinary element (for the child: cherries, ladybugs, cardinals, 

etc.); the signified is a new, unfamiliar or extraordinary element 

(strawberries); and the sign is the result of the relationship 

which makes the ordinary extraordinary (in this example, Red Ladybirds). 

As Barthes comments: 

"In any semiological system we deal not only with two 
terms (the familiar and unfamiliar), but with three. 
For what we grasp is not one term after the other, but 
the correlation which unites them ... the sign, which 
is the associative total of the first two terms. For 
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example, take a bunch of roses: I use it to signify my 
passion. Do we have only roses and my passion . . . 
no, to put it accurately, we have passionified roses."6 

"Passionified roses" are the result of the transformation process. 

The roses alone (the signifier)are empty, the "passionified roses" 

are full, they have meaning. 

Another way of understanding the transformation process is to think 

in terms of concept and image. For example, when Shakespeare wished 

to express the concept of discontent (a mental state of unhappiness 

based on complex reasoning), he searched for a familiar image relating 

to discomfort, unhappiness and bitterness and wrote: 

"Now is the winter of our discontent." 

Here the known image of cold, dark, bleak winter is related to an 

idea of discontent.. This memorable metaphor is the associative 

total of a concept and an image, which Barthes identifies as a 

"sign". 

The following examples of transformation have been selected from 

several fields, including architecture. It is not the intention to 

defend or even fully explain each example, but rather to clarify 

the principle which will be demonstrated by the design project. 
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In musical composition, the classical sonata form is based upon the 

introduction of two opposing and contrasting musical themes which 

breakdown and transform into a third unified and resolved theme. ^ 

(THESIS followed by ANTITHESIS resulting in SYNTHESIS) 

The work of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven is often noted for opposing 

familiar folk tunes with unfamiliar, more highly abstract musical 

material, as in the following diagram/equation. 

(PLUS) (TRANSFORMED TO) 

Musical Theme A Musical Theme B Musical Theme C 
(a familiar tune or (new material) 
a theme introduced 
earlier in the work) 

From the realm of visual art, Picasso assembled a common pair of 

bicycle handlebars and a bicycle seat in a way which associated these 

objects with the fighting bulls of Spain. Another example is the work 

of Marcel Duchamp, who did much less to the common object than Picasso. 

In his most controversial "readymade" works, Duchamp limited himself 

to an inscription or signature to transform ordinary man-made objects 

into art "signs" for his theoretical concepts, which are as follows: 

1) No aspect of the world could be considered to 
lie outside the artist's scope. 

2) The work of any artist consists essentially of 
assembling pre-existing material. 8 



More recently, Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns and various Pop 

artists of the 1960's included everyday images and familiar elements 

in their work. Through unexpected juxtapositions, changes of context 

and scale, these artists transformed checkered table cloths, astro¬ 

nauts, photographs of celebrities and flags into extraordinary 

visual images,vwhich make comments about twentieth century America.9 

In the field of architecture, some notable examples are: (1) Palladlan 

villas, which transform Northern Italian farm buildings by integrating 

classical temple elements. (2) The Basilica, another Palladlan 

building, in which the addition of an ordering and referential facade 

transformed a medieval building by signifying an association with 

legendary logic, wisdom and power of an antique classical society. 

(3) The Roman temple of Antonio and Faustina, erected in the second 

century, was modified to indicate new meanings of the Baroque period 

in 1602.^ (4) In the Centre SeorgeyPompidou, Piano and Rogers; 

use building elements commonly associated with factories and 

manufacturing plants to signify an idea (the idea that an art center 

should be an informal and highly active place, where the public 

can become involved with the art and the building). In this example, 

ordinary and familiar elements were transformed into signs for a 

concept. 

In the demonstration to follow, the principle of transformation 

will be used in an architectural design process. 
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(clockwise from top left: 
a Palladian Villa, The Basilica, 
Antonio and Faustina, Centre 

George?Pompidou) 
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PART 2, The Place 

The architectural demonstration is set in the community of Longview, 

Texas, a prosperous and growing city on the brink of becoming a 

significant, métropolitain place. Its present population of 60,000 

is expected to increase to 120,000 in the next twenty years. The 

community is 110 years old (Philadelphia is 300, Rome is 2500), 

however, most of Longview's present atmosphere developed in the 

past twenty years and in effect the city has little evident history, 

legend or tradition* It is like many small, new, American cities, 

whose contemporary ambience is generated by automobile transportation, 

commercial strip land use and the residents' desire for the "country 

estate-family good life" of suburbia. 

Unlike the typical community, Longview benefits from booming 

local industry, including the East Texas oil fields, Texas Eastman, 

a national brewery and the world's leading manufacturer of heavy 

earth moving equipment. Their Chamber of Commerce list of industries 

seems endless. These industries have attracted a flood of workers 

and, as a result, Longview is spreading out. Much of the commercial 

life of its Central Business District has fled to a large air 

conditioned mall, which features a public promenade as active as 

any Italian piazza. One long time resident commented, "It used to be 

that I would see three parades a year downtown, now I can see one 

every day out at the mall." Dozens of other shopping centers and 

businesses line the highway loop around Longview, while professional 
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offices occur unpredictably along the major streets, which feed ever 

growing suburban tract and "garden" apartment developments. Longview 

is both typical (with its suburban and automobile situation, which 

Robert Venturi identifies as the complex and non-obvious order of the 

American enviroment11) and special (in the predicted magnitude and 

consistency of its recent growth). 

The specific site for the architectural demonstration is an 8.5 acre 

tract (the property is approximately 400 x 850 feet, with a grade 

change of 30 feet) on the edge of Longview's Central Business 

District. The site was once known as "Capp's Hill" and in 1870, two 

Southern Pacific Railroad surveyors looked to the southwest and 

noted the outstanding long view. This surveyor's note was the origin 

of the town's name. Today, a modest roadside plaque presents this 

information and three water towers mark the hill's summit. 
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Factors which determined the selection of this site were as follows: 

1) The historical significance of the site in the town*s 
founding 

2) The site's visual prominence as one approaches the town 

3) The site's relationship to both the downtown Central 
Business District on the south and to new growth areas 
to the north 

4) The apparent lack of awareness of the site's potential 

5) The existence of three water towers on the site (which, 
due to their prominence, have assumed the role of landmark) 
was a factor of special importance in that 1t allowed the 
possibility of inclusion and transformation of an existing 
familiar image into a new form 

The site is bounded on the north by a highway, which has high volumes 

of local and through city traffic, automobile scale signage, fast 

food restaurants, left-over houses converted to retail use and 

automobile dealerships. To the west is High Street, a connector 

between the Central Business District and a residential neighborhood. 

This street is second in traffic volume and has a similar commercial 

strip character. To the south is Whaley street,.quieter downtown 

street with sidewalks, the courthouse and a church. And to the east, 

the site is bounded by Center Street, the quietest of the four streets, 

with the Chamber of Commerce buildings, a Masonic lodge and low-rise 

office buildings, (see site plan) 
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(Clockwise from top: Downtown view, 
Downtown view, the "Suburban" Mall, 
view of site from "Suburbs", 
Downtown view) 
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(Clockwise from top right: Southwest 
corner of site, view of site from 
downtown, northwest corner, masonic 
lodge/neighbor, view of courthouse 
and site beyond) 
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PART 3, The Program 

The conditions* needs and interests of the community have suggested 

the architectural program(s) used in the design demonstration. To 

some extent, projects currently being discussed in Longview have 

been included. Other aspects of the program have previously never 

been imagined. 

The program may be described as civic mixed-use in content, but 

with both public and private participation 1n joint-venture financial 

arrangements. It includes a library (with art gallery), a ballet 

theater, an executive hotel and a "civic symbol" (see appendix 

for further details). 

PART 4, The Demonstration 
I 

The demonstration modifies ah existing situation, while recognizing 

the importance of the relationship between the familiar and the 

novel in making new symbols. The conditions of this particular 

demonstration (values and goals of Longview) have suggested the 

concepts which the form is intended to signify. Longview wants 

to be an important city (its slogan is "City on the Go"), but due 

to the economic wisdom of horizontal growth* arid the relatively 

unlimited room the city continues to lack an identifiable skyline, 

♦Note: "Where physical density does not demand them, tall 
buildings tend to vacuum up the property values of surrounding 
land, leaving parking lots and a declining tax base." 
(William Poorvu, Professor, Harvard Graduate School of 
Business, in an address to the San Antonio Conservation 
Society). 
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memorable image or an urban attraction, which could indicate its 

importance. The demonstration's architectural intentions, relevant 

to the community's aspirations, are as follows: 

1) To create an attraction for the town 

2) To "put the town on the map" (it does not appear on Texas 
tourist maps or the Rand McNally globe) 

3) To signify, by visual symbol(s), that Longview is a successful 
American city 



ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DEMONSTRATION: 

An Architectural Schematic Design 
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PART 5, Conclusion 
24 

The demonstration attempted to transform familiar elements from 

various urban and architectural environments into signifiers for 

meanings specifically related to the demonstration's pi ace and 

program (see PART 2 and PART 3). The major transformations were 

intentionally simple and literal to avoid the risk of creating- 

levels of abstraction which leave the recognizable and associative 

realm and approach the subjective. A few transformations were 

more sophisticated than this and are directed to smaller audiences. 

Research in the community revealed a modest use of public funds in 

the construction of civic buildings, like the ones included in the 

demonstration's program. However, industrial structures, oil derricks, 

warehouses and refineries have tended to assume monumental roles. 

This observation, along with the existence of three prominent water 

towers on the demonstration site, suggested a reversal of usual 

roles by treating the proposed civic buildings as background rather 

than monuments and by selecting the existing utilitarian towers as 

the major figurai elements in the transformation. 

Similar to the creation of a literary metaphor, in which a familiar 

image or word remains a recognizable element in a new expression, 

the architectural modifications were conceived with an interest in 

retaining the water towers' presence, while transforming them into 

urban icons in their final configuration. In general, water towers 
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have served as vernacular landmarks in small Texas towns, making 

them suitable as a base image for creating a special attraction and 

landmark for this particular community.12 

To summarize the architectural demonstration: the modifications 

to the towers included the addition of an observation deck to 

provide a functioning civic attraction constructed over the large 

tower at a height of 175 feet, allowing visitors to enjoy the 

"long-view" for which the town was named. The functional formal 

characteristics of the large water tower (see drawing, p.19) 

suggested an ambiguous reading of both a tower and a globe, rever¬ 

berating with an age old competition between spires and domes. 

This, along with the community's desire to be "on the map" (see 

p.13) led to the idea of painting the water storage tank like a 

world globe. Radically changing the scale of an object and making 

unexpected combinations of two familiar elements have been trans¬ 
it 

formation techniques of artists, Claes Oldenbttrg and Robert Rauschenberg, 

as mentioned previously. In this case, the transformation attempts 

to express the community's desire to relate itself to the world 

by establishing a sense of global position.*3 The "tower/globe" 

would be confined within a skeleton structure and veiled with a 

chain link screen painted highway sign green. The veil is intended 

to transform the tower into something wonderful by obscuring its 

literal form, heightening the mystery and one's desire to enter the 

structure, walk around the globe and find the city. The observation 

deck is topped by a spire containing microwave antennas. In profile 
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and color, the spire is intentionally similar to the Empire State 

Building's mooring mast, an icon of an important American city 

(which research suggested this community would like to be). 

The comer columns of the skeleton structure grow larger as loads 

increase from the top down to make a stepped building profile and 

to mark the two floor levels inside. The stepped profile, a 

stylistic characteristic of the town's "art deco" courthouse and . 

the Empire State Building, was selected to signify the Idea that 

the new project Is related to the town's earlier monument and to 

tall buildings in general (a transformation of a known architectural 

feature to express a new meaning ordas Roland.Barthes describes, 

"the associative total of a concept and image"**). 

In a similar manner, the proposal recommends that the smaller 

towers also be made precious by their confinement within new skeleton 

structures. And like John Summerson's description of the enshrine¬ 

ment of statues within Gothic aedicule*®, the new structures are 
H « 

intended to enshrine Texas water. Two new towers, identical to 

the existing, have been added to create a transformed skyline of 

regular towers. Thé skyline of towers, an image which may be 

associated with the recegtrcivie.success of many larger American 

cities, has been selected to signify that this community is also 

successful. 

Within the architectural project format, additional demonstrations 
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of making symbols by the transformation of pre-existing images 

included: (1) signifying the water supply function of the towers 

with an aqueduct structure. In this example, the linear, rhythmic 

and functional characteristics of a Roman aqueduct have been used 

to imply the image without literally reconstructing one. (2) The 

name of the town, which was formerly written across the large tower, 

has been removed to make a familiar hillside sight, similar to the 

Hollywood sign. This transformation attempted to connect the exist¬ 

ing context of billboard lined highway, the hillside site and the 

city sign with the image of another interesting and commonly known 

community. 

To conclude the description, the background civic buildings attempt 
l ' 

Æ» demonstrate several transformations by the method of association 1 

and reference. For example, the south facade of the library/theater 

building is proposed to be white brick like the town's courthouse, 

high school and other civic buildings. However, at the corners, 

the brick would change to a richer buff color to Indicate that the 

new project is related to the existing context but somewhat different 
y i. 

(in this example, the manipulation of the familiar brick to indicate 

a new meaning is intended to demonstrate the proposition that the 

modification of an element of form, like color, texture or surface, 

may affect the meaning of a form). An important west library 

entrance is marked by a gold canopy, which is intended to be symbolic 

of the valuable knowledge Inside the library and to acknowledge 

the setting sun. The theater-is signified by a lobby window, which 
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has been transformed into a stage and residential window types 

are enlarged to a scale appropriate for the highway to suggest 

the housing function of the hotel. These examples were designed 

with an interest in using known images and architectural elements 

in new ways |and, by the technique of association, call attention to 

the nature of the buildings involved. Here the contention is that 

the association of a known image and a new thought is a process 

of transformation, which creates a new symbol. 

Several results of the demonstration are noted as follows: 

1) The LITERAL to ABSTRACT gauge 

This result came from an awareness of the effect of "varying the 

degree of abstraction" when Including "known visual elements" in 

a new design. For example, a literal spire, above the observation 

deck, was a successful signifier of "important city", "tall building" 

and the town's art deco building heritage (most project reviewers 

seemed to understand this). However, a row of two dimensional 

gables (see p.21) proved to be [unsuccessful as a signifier of 
✓ i 

"residential function" (few project reviewers made this connection). 

In the latter case, the gables were highly abstracted, repeating 

in a continuous line the profile of an idealized row of single 

family houses. The spire, on the other hand, repeated the color, 

line, approximate shape and usual position of a literal element 

(the Empire State Building's spire). The problem with the highly 

abstracted elements seems to come from a lack of recognition. And 

the problem with a totally literal repetition would probably stem 
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from limiting the possibilities for new meanings and interpretations. 

This observation suggests devising a gauge or scale (ranging from 

the literal repetition of an existing visual element to abstraction 

approaching the point of non-recognition) for use in classifying 

and testing future work. 

2) The SPECIFIC to GENERIC Gauge 

In producing transformations to signify specific meaning, the 

problem of "freezing obsolete classifications" became apparent.17 

For example, a skyline of towers was selected to try to Indicate 

the community's perception of itself as a growing, successful, 

American city. Here, the problem 1s that over time, as values 
Jr*' 

change, the slgnifier(s) of old values may be too specific to 

accept new meanings, leaving obsolete symbolic form. Of course 

the world is full of forms whose original meanings are no longer 

understood. However in a quickly changing, diverse society, it 

seems reasonable to be conscious jof this problem and seek > ' 

meanings for form that are more generic than specific. In this 

case, a gauge ranging from specific to generally applicable meaning 

could be developed to classify and judge existing and new work. 
/ 

To conclude, this work has been based on a contention that 

communication or expression is an integral and unavoidable part 

of architecture. In particular, the demonstration of the principle 

of transformation has been inspired by theory which holds that 

a conscious relationship exists between form and meaning and that 



meaning not only may suggest form, but may also be inferred from 

form. The principle also proposes that forms which have previously 

acquired meaning may be modified, combined and re-used to express 

new meanings. And finally, it has suggested that association, 

analogy or transposition are methods by which an existing form 

may be transformed to signify meanings, which are appropriate in 

a new application. 

The demonstration has applied the principle in the design of an 

architectural project. Possible future work might include using 

what has been learned from this application in the development of 

specific methods for identifying and testing the success of trans¬ 

formations from a variety of existing and theoretical examples. 
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APPENDIX 

PROGRAM (with rationale) 

1) A Public Library (45,000 sq. ft.) 
The community has recognized and voiced the need to replace 
its present inadequate facility. Locating the library at 
this site allows it to be virtually at the center of the 
city, address downtown and still provide easy access. 

2) A Civic Art Gallery (15,000 sq.ft., built in conjunction 
with the library) 

3) A Ballet Theater (350-500 seats, 18,000 sq. ft.) 
Regarding both the ballet theater and the art gallery, the 
size, level of affluence and growing interest of the 
community in the arts indicate that Longview would support 
further development of the fine arts. A local ballet school 
and civic performing ballet program have become strong 
community activities over the past ten years and its director 
is successfully raising private funds for the construction of 
a small theater facility. 

4) An Executive Hotel (80 suites, club restaurant, meeting rooms, 
ground level lease space) 
At the moment, Longview has approximately 1400 hotel rooms, 
none within five miles of the Central Business District. The 
last downtown hotel closed ten years ago and the local chamber 
of commerce confirms the need for a small central hotel for 
visiting business people and conventions. 

5) A Civic Symbol, Image and Attraction (conversion of existing 
water towers to cable television antennae, observatory and 
water garden promenade) 
Tourism is the fourth largest industry in Texas. Longview is 
located on an important tourist route. The surrounding lakes 
and pine forests attract a substantial number of sightseers, 
but the city itself, perhaps due to Its relative newness, 
lacks an urban attraction which might bring these visitors 
to see the city. 

SPECIFIC PROGRAMS 

When available, specific architectural programs were obtained from 

community representatives and are included with square footage 

assignments. 



1) Public Library 
The assigned spaces or rooms represent 75% of the building's 
45,000 sq.ft. The program list is divided into three parts: 
Public, Administrative and Support. 

Public Space 
—Lobby/Entrance 1,100 sq.ft 
--Meeting Room 1,200 
—Ci rcul ati on/Regi strati on 800 
—Workroom 800 
—Information/Reference 2,300 
—Reference Workroom 400 
—General Collections 7,000 
—Stack Storage 3,000 
—Periodicals 1,800 
—Local History 800 
—Audio Visual 1,300 
—Children's Area 2,500 
—Study Rooms 600 

Subtotal for public space 24,000 sq.ft. 

Administrative Space 
—Director's Office 300 sq.ft. 
—Secretarial, Office Reception 500 
—File Storage 200 
—Rest Rooms 250 
—Unassigned Office 300 

Subtotal for administrative space 2,000 sq.ft. 

Support Space 
—Loading Dock 1,100 sq.ft. 
—Mail/Receiving 350 
—Bookmobile Service 700 
—Material s/Catal ogi ng 2,700 
—Storage 500 
—Computer Room 500 
—Shop/Custodian 500 
—Media Studio 1,000 
—Staff Lounge 600 

Subtotal for support space 7,750 sq.ft. 

Library Total (net) 
Library Total (gross) 

33,750 sq.ft. 
45,000 sq.ft. 



ery 

—Exhibition 
—Administrative Office 
—Storage 
—Shop 

10,000 sq.ft. 
1,000 
1,000 

500 

Civic Art Gallery Total (net) 15,625 sq.ft. 

3) Ballet Theater 

Public Space 
—Lobby 1,850 sq.ft. 
—Bar 100 
—Men^s Room 190 
—Women ^s Room 200 

Administration/Office 
—Ticket Office 90 sq.ft. 
—Management Offices (2 @ 120 each) 320 
—Artistic Director's Office 120 
—Secretary 150 
—Greenroom 375 

Performers 
—Dressing Rooms (4 @ 300 each) 
—ActorV Bath 
—ActreTses^ Bath 

Production 
—Technical Director's Office 
—Carpentry Shop 
—Set Storage 
—Prop and Costume 
—Storage 

Theater 
A. Theater in the round (60'x 60') 

350 first floor seats @ 8 sq.ft./seat 
100 second tier seats @ 8 sq.ft./seat 
26' x 26' stage area 

subtotal 

B. Proscenium Arrangement 
350 first floor seats @ 8 sq.ft./seat 
100 second tier seats @ 8 sq.ft./seat 

1,200 sq.ft. 
190 
190 

80 sq.ft. 
1,500 

800 
900 
120 

2,800 sq.ft. 
800 
676 

4,276 sq.ft. 

2,800 sq.ft. 
800 



B. Proscenium Arrangement, continued 
stage and wings 

subtotal 
actual total 

1,200 sq.ft. 
4,000 sq.ft. 
5,600 sq.ft. 

Ballet Theater Total (gross) 18,000 sq.ft. 

4) Executive Hotel 
This hotel is aimed primarily at visiting business people. 
The lobby, public space and restaurant are minimized in the 
program in favor of large suites, which are suitable for small 
meetings and conference rooms. The restaurant is intended for 
guests or civic club meetings. 

—Entry Lobby (with porte-cochere) 900 sq.ft. 
—Reception/Management 700 
—Lobby Bar 300 
--Res tau ran t 1,000 
—Conference Rooms (2/floor @ 400, 1/floor 0 800) 3,200 
—Suites (75 0 400) 30,000 
—Housekeeping 500 

Executive Hotel Total (net) 36,000 sq.ft. 
Executive Hotel Total (gross) 45,000 sq.ft. 


